Comments from Evaluation Reports and Photo Gallery of the Liverpool Course on Clinical Management of Chronic Pain Course
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“Thank you very much for the course in Liverpool, I really enjoyed it. It was very nice to see other aspects of pain treatment beyond the scope of back pain problem”

“Many thanks for a wonderful course”

“Please extend my thanks for a very informative conference to all involved”

“It is very practical, relevant, well balanced, informative and interesting. The practical theatre sessions were also informative. I wish I had taken up pain speciality 10 years ago. Excellent keep up the good work. Would be nice to have more of it”

“Simple to follow. Organisers & faculty very easy to interact with, especially Neuro Surgeons as you feel the will be unapproachable”

“Excellent organisation thorough instructions about everything. Brenda to be commended, very accommodating”

“Thank you to Dr Chawla he looked after the delegates well and of course Dr Sharma”

“Good range of topic covered, lectures were of adequate length, did not feel bored or rushed”

“The course is a good blend of various aspects of Chronic Pain Management in a real-time practical setting, knowledge & expertise of faculty & the discussions through the workshops & after lectures makes it a very stimulating 2.5 days. Good value for money”

“Well organised, interactive, excellent content, overall very good”

“Excellent course, really good format with patients & demonstrations”

“Excellent speakers & coverage of the relevant topics”

“Helpful to see how others work and network with others”

“I found all your staff engaging and enthusiastic educators- the organisation and planning were excellent”

“Good information about FFPMRCoA examination”

“A very good overview of chronic pain”

“A very good coverage of relevant topics, but a few tips learnt to speak slower to your public and not to use too many slides”

“Very smoothly run, organisers very approachable and will take the time to explain things. A fact packed course”

“Wonderful course I feel much more enthusiastic about pain. It showcases what the Walton Centre has to offer and is very aspiration for the rest of us.”

“Very useful for Trainees / Consultants wishing to develop their skills in pain medicine.”
“Friendly place to go and learn, I learnt a lot of new information and renewed motivation for my job

“ I will be recommending this course to my colleagues so that they will appreciate the benefits of good management of chronic pain to patients and their quality of life. Also they will appreciate the importance of a multidisciplinary approach in their management”

“ As a trainee Anaesthetist it gives a good insight into the range of treatment, there is a chance to join physios and neurologists to learn about their approaches. I would like to attend more than one clinic”

“ Topics are well chosen with a practical approach, hands on sessions are very good”

“Grand round very good and something different from other courses, faculty and organising staffs are excellent and very friendly”

“Anyone working for pain would take something from this course”

“ A good example of how a pain centre should be organised and function”

“Action packed, comprehensive, greatly improved my understanding, ability to network”

“ More opportunity to see all the clinics on day two”

“ Excellent book attached to the package.”

“ Overall very good, well done, up to point interventions gathered from vast experience, very good choice of patients”

“ Very well organised, relevant and up-to date information
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